AGROFORESTRY RESILIENCE IN ST. CROIX UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS

NATE OLIVE SHELLI BRIN-OLIVE
DIVERSE PRODUCTION & MARKETS
FARM TO SCHOOL
FRUIT SHARES
Community Supported Agriculture
EVENTS AND MARKETS

Mango Melee – every summer
MORINGA EXPANSION
Emerging Market
MORINGA EXPANSION

Things are progressing in Moringaland
AND THEN
IRMA CAT 5
Hit on September 6, 2017
FRESH FOOD LOCAL RELIEF MISSIONS

September 15th, 2017
AND THEN
MARIA CAT 5
Hit September 19-20, 2017
A DIFFERENT WORLD

Over half of our fruit trees destroyed overnight
SILVAPASTURE

Sheep more lucky than the mangoes
595 of 600 saplings toppled
RECOVERY

January 2018
MORINGA HARVEST

March 15, 2018
Farmer cooperation